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This is a very stimulating study on the geographical variations of “necessary stor-
ages”. The sample river basin is the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna basin in South
Asia. Distributed river discharge data was calculated by a numerical hydrological
model, BTOPMC.

What is “necessary storage” is not easy to describe very simply here in a limited space.
But, I try to explain shortly what “necessary storage” is in this study as far as I can un-
derstand. Let’s take a point or a place or a location in a river basin (and in the river
channel network of the basin). In terms of “necessary storage” for flood, at the spec-
ified location, let’s try to imagine how much volume of storage is necessary to keep
flood water in the storage for releasing only reasonable water-flow to the downstream.
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In terms of “necessary storage” for drought, let’s imagine how much volume of stor-
age is necessary at the specified location to maintain required water flow during a
drought period in the downstream. Here, they do not mean an actual dam-reservoir
would be constructed. “Necessary storage” is a virtual or hypothetical variable for rep-
resenting a hydrological characteristic at the specified point in a river basin or in a
river channel network. Please refer to the manuscript for more detailed and exact def-
initions. The authors expanded relatively old methodologies published in 1970’s and
1980’s or sometimes in 1950’s and 1960’s, and tried to apply those methodologies to a
continental-scale or outputs of a continental-scale numerical hydrological simulation.

In the above, I mentioned “stimulating”. It is true. I basically enjoy reading this
manuscript. Their trial is somehow a novel one which I have never seen. In addi-
tion, this is a paper for the special issue in Honor of Eric F. Wood. Prof. Wood carried
out studies on probabilistic aspects of hydrology in his 70’s and 80’s, and he carried
out continental or global-scale modeling and remote-sensing studies in 90’s and in 21st
century. Thus, this manuscript by Takeuchi and Masood is very good for the special
issue because they try to connect studies in 50-80’s to contemporary continental-scale
research. We sometimes neglect studies done in 50’s, 60’s and 70’s. In this occasion,
this can be a valuable paper.

However, I should mention that the structure and presentation of this manuscript is far
from satisfactory. I do not know when is the deadline of this special issue, but I should
demand thorough revision to the manuscript in terms of structure and presentation. I do
not refer to problematic sentences and figures point-by-point, but I believe the authors
can completely re-write this paper because they have experiences of writing papers in
major journals.

Apart from the structure and presentation of the manuscript, for the contents of this
paper, I also have several comments and I would recommend additional analyses in
the following.
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At first, the impact of climate change is not much important (and not much interesting,
at this moment) in the context of this research. Thus, I recommend the authors to
remove the aspects of climate change impact from this paper. Then, the paper will be
a bit much more organized.

Next, although the authors can show the geographical distributions of outputs and vari-
ables as basic information like as Figure 6, 7, 8, I do not think geographical distribution
is enough for what the authors want to discuss. As clearly seen in those figures in this
paper, values of “necessary storages” are very much different between the main stream
of a large river and a tributary. Whether the pixel is in the main stream (where the num-
ber of upstream pixels is several hundreds) or the pixel is in a tributary (where the
number of upstream pixels is only several) affects “necessary storage” a lot. In accor-
dance with what I wrote just above, the fact that two lines for Ganges and Brahmaputra
in Figure 12 are separate is not much surprising. Those two lines just correspond to
the main streams of two large rivers. Actually, dots in the same line (for the same major
river) should not be treated independently.

What the authors want to show should not be the difference in “necessary storage” due
to the difference in the number of upstream pixels (= upstream area). The difference
in “necessary storage” due to the difference in the number of upstream pixels is not
hydrological heterogeneity. In Figures 7 and 8, what can be seen most clearly is main
streams of major rivers. That is probably not what the authors firstly want to show.

Rather, what the authors may be able to show is the impact of various parameters
(like soil types, geology, arid or wet, snow-affected or not, hilly or not) on “necessary
storages”. For such an analysis, areas of catchments for analysis should be the same
or similar. Such an analysis roughly corresponds to dots in the left edge in Figure 12.
Why dots in the left edge in Figure 12 are very much scattering?

Even when the authors want to show the relation of “necessary storage” to catchment
area, the authors are required to take different independent catchments; at least, even
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in the same large river system, two independent tributaries should be taken for analysis.
Or, in Figure 12, two different major rivers are converging to two different lines/points.
This is somewhat interesting. Thus, another result which may be highlighted is var-
ious different converging lines/points of various major rivers of the world. For it, the
simulation of the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna only is not enough. Also, as written in
the abstract, if the authors want to highlight representative elementary area of neces-
sary storages which may be seen in Figure 12, more detailed analysis and discussion
are appreciated. Even when the samples are only two (Ganges and Grahmaputra),
detailed analysis and discussion will of help. By the way, what about Meghna?

I really appreciate the contribution of the authors to this special issue by trying to
connect relatively old studies for catchment or local scale in 50’s-80’s to modern
continental-scale research in the 21st century. This would be a very good contribu-
tion to the special issue for the Honor of Eric F. Wood. However, as a summary of what
I mentioned above, and for making this manuscript to be published in HESS, I would
recommend as follows:

- thorough revision to the presentation and structure of the manuscript. Here, I at least
point out that: a) "case study area" and "data used" should come earlier because even
Figure 1 uses the data, b) 4.2.1. may be combined with 2 as a theoretical framework,
and how 4.2.1. was used for analysis, discussion and conclusion is unclear, c) cap-
tions of figures and tables should be written with enough information to understand
figure/table adequately.

- I would recommend to stop showing the impact of climate change for making this
manuscript simple, concise, clear, and appealing. I do not mean, climate change im-
pact assessment is not of interest. But, because of time limitation and for highlighting
what the authors want to say, I would recommend the authors to focus on hydrological
characteristics under the current climate condition.

- Try to carry out additional analyses focusing on independent tributary catchments
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(which have similar catchment areas, and belonging to different tributaries). For “nec-
essary storages” of those catchments, the authors may be able to show influential
parameters (soil types, geology, arid or wet, snow-affected or not, hilly or not) in a
quantitative or qualitative way. I know, dots in the left edge in Figure 12 are out-
puts after standardization by average monthly flow. That is good. But, just showing
a huge vertical scatter is not enough. We want to know what makes this vertical scat-
ter. Only speculation is written in this manuscript. Additional analyses are necessary,
even though this paper is a first trial and a first step.

- Of course, two different converging lines for Ganges and Brahmaputra is interesting,
but at least a few more examples would be appreciated. Also, discussion on why those
two converging lines are different should be made.

Finally, again, a stimulating paper is very important. Nowadays, well-organized but non-
stimulating papers are dominating. That’s not fun. But, well-organized or adequately-
organized is necessary for publication. Depending on the focus of this study, the au-
thors may not take all the points I raised.
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